THE FOLLOWING TEMPLATES INCLUDE THE CONTENTS OF THE EL DORADO COUNTY LIBRARY STORYTIME KITS.

TO EDIT THE CONTENTS, CLICK ON THE TEXT BOX.

BOOKS
1. Up! Tall! And High! By Ethan Long
2. Quiet as a Cricket, By Audrey Wood
3. That’s Good, That’s Bad, By Margery Cuyler
4. Big & Little, By Steve Jenkins
6. Eric Carle’s Opposites, By Eric Carle
7. The Greatest Gymnast of All, By Stuart J. Murphy
8. The Enesty, Weenesty, Spidey, By Joanna Cole
9. First Art, By Maryann Kohl

EXTRAS
- Felt Story
- Puppet
- Puppet Pieces

PLEASE TAKE CARE! THIS ITEM IS WORTH: $__________________
Size & Opposites

PICTURE BOOKS
Up! Tall! And High! By Ethan Long
Quiet as a Cricket, by Audrey Wood
That’s Good, That’s Bad, by Margery Cuyler
Big & Little, by Steve Jenkins
Black? White! Day? Night! by Laura Vaccaro Seeger
Eric Carle’s Opposites, by Eric Carle
The Greatest Gymnast of All, by Stuart J. Murphy

ACTIVITY BOOKS
The Eentsy Weentsy Spider, by Joanna Cole
First Art, by MaryAnn Kohl

FELT STORY
Big & Little, by Steve Jenkins

PUPPET
FELT STORY - Big & Little, by Steve Jenkins

If you’re feeling crafty:
If you feel like shopping:

The Itsy Bitsy Spider, $11.99 from Storytime Felts & More

PUPPET

2691-Mini Hummingbird, $7.49 from Folkmanis

2872-Ostrich Stage Puppet, $23.99 from Folkmanis